Abstract-In this paper, we propose a co-ranking algorithm that trains listwise ranking functions using unlabeled data simultaneously with a small number of labeled data. The coranking algorithm is based on the co-training paradigm that is a very common scheme in the semi-supervised classification framework. First, we use two listwise ranking methods to construct base ranker and assistant ranker, respectively, by learning from the current labeled set. Then we score documents of unlabeled query set by these rankers. For each newly labeled query, two ideal document permutations are obtained with different ranking functions. Thus, likelihood loss is employed to evaluate the similarity of two document permutations. At last we remove those queries having lower likelihood of document permutations from unlabeled set to labeled one. The former three steps are iterated until the ranking performance of base ranker begins to decrease on validation set. In this method, we assume that the unlabeled data follows the same generative distribution as the labeled data. The effectiveness of the presented co-ranking algorithm is demonstrated by experimental results on the benchmark datasets LETOR. Index Terms-information retrieval, learning to rank, semisupervised learning, unlabeled data, listwise, likelihood loss
I. INTRODUCTION
In Information Retrieval (IR) systems, ranking function plays a critical role that ranks objects with respect to users' information needs. For example, product recommendation systems [1] order product based on previous purchase history, and help users focus on the few ones that match their preferences. Similarly, Question Answering systems [2] sort all answers according to their relevance with respect to a question. In order to construct effective ranking functions, many ranking methods have been proposed, among these methods, learning to rank algorithm is most effective. Furthermore, learning to rank is a topic of the Machine Learning community that has seen much recent activity.
When concerned with learning to rank, without loss of generality, we take document retrieval and ranking as example. In this task, the training process requires constituting a query-document corpus, choosing user queries, extracting predefined features, and labeling documents by humans in term of their relevance grades to a given query. Since labeling documents is a timeconsuming and expensive task, in the most common scenario, the judging process is simply unfeasible. With vast amount of information readily available in online Web systems, there are increasing needs for ranking tasks to learn with both labeled and unlabeled data (the relevance grades of documents are unknown). Semisupervised learning [3] aims at improving learning performance by utilizing the abundance of unlabeled data. Empirical evidence in the classification framework suggests that unlabeled examples can help to learn more efficient classification functions. Can the query-document corpus without relevance grades be exploited to make better ranking performance? Naturally, combining learning to rank with semi-supervised learning techniques is a solution for learning with both labeled and unlabeled examples, we refer to it as semi-supervised learning to rank. However, there is still very limited work to exploit this problem.
In the existing semi-supervised learning to rank, there are two basic characteristics: (1) Using the pairwise approach as the supervised ranking algorithm, (2) Applying unsupervised algorithm to assist learning to rank in establishing ranking model. Compared with the pointwise approach that ignores the interdependency among documents, the pairwise approach has considered the relative order between two documents. However, the pairwise approach does not consider the document position in the ranked list in its training process, and disregards the fact that some instance pairs are generated from the documents associated with one query. The listwise approach considers both position information and the documents difference with respect to the same query [4] . Therefore the listwise approach has native advantages as compared with the pointwise approach and the pairwise approach. Our work aims at developing novel semi-supervised learning to rank on the basis of listwise approaches. A method based on the co-training paradigm learning with single view two rankers is introduced which can exploit the interaction between two listwise ranking models, we refer to it as co-ranking algorithm. In addition, no unsupervised algorithms are considered as training tools in our work.
The co-ranking algorithm applies two listwise ranking algorithms: the ListMLE [5] and the RcList [6] , to assign the relevance scores to documents of an unlabeled query set. Moreover, the ListMLE and the RcList are all considered as ranker, one is base ranker, and the other is assistant ranker. In our method, we construct the ranking model by iteratively training from both labeled and unlabeled queries. At first step, two rankers set up different scoring functions respectively by learning from the current labeled set. At the next step, for each query in unlabeled set, two ranked lists of documents (document permutation) can be produced with these scoring functions. Specially, we use the likelihood loss to measure the similarity of two document permutations. The queries in the unlabeled set are ranked according to the likelihood of document permutations. By the way, we take for granted that the unlabeled data follows the same generative distribution as the labeled data. At the last step, the queries having the lowest k likelihood of permutations and their attached documents are removed from the unlabeled set to the labeled set, and furthermore, we assume that their optimal document permutations are generated by another ranker. Once the ranking performance of base ranker begins to decrease on a validation set, the stopping condition will meet. Experimental results on the benchmark datasets LETOR [7] show the effectiveness of our method.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: we first review the related work in Section II; in Section III, we introduce the framework of semi-supervised learning to rank and our co-ranking algorithm; the experimental results and the discussion are presented in Section IV, at the same time IR evaluation metrics are described; and we conclude the paper in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
There exists the relationship between this work and earlier works on learning to rank, semi-supervised learning, and semi-supervised learning to work. Here are described these areas to set context.
A. Learning to Rank
In general, existing learning to rank algorithms can be divided into three categories: the pointwise approach, the pairwise approach, and the listwise approach.
Pointwise approaches seek to predict the actual relevance level for each single document, perhaps via regression, classification [8] , and ordinal regression [9] . In pairwise approaches, each instance pair is transformed from pair of documents having different relevance level given a query. Pairwise learners take pairwise data as training data and develop pairwise function by binary classification algorithms [10] [11] [12] . Listwise approaches define a ranking loss function based on list of documents given a query. BoltzRank [13] creates a conditional probability distribution over document permutations and optimizes listwise loss function under this Boltzmann distribution. ListMLE [5] utilizes the output of the ranking function to define permutation probability distribution based on the Plackett-Luce model. The negative log likelihood of two document permutations is introduced as the ranking loss.
B. Semi-Supervised Learning
In traditional supervised learning, only labeled data can be trained. However, most of the data is unlabeled in many practical applications. Labeling process is often very difficult and expensive, thus semi-supervised learning has attracted significant attention. The semisupervised learning addresses the training problem where there is training data composed of a small number of labeled data and a large number of unlabeled data. In the recent research reports, anecdotal evidence has been proposed which suggests that semi-supervised learning can improve the performance of classification, clustering, regression and ranking.
Self-training is an iterative bootstrapping algorithm, and has been well analyzed [14] . Another technique for stretching out supervised bounds to semi-supervised learning is co-training or disagreement-based semisupervised learning [15] . Existing disagreement-based semi-supervised learning techniques can be classified into two categories: learning with single view multiple learners, learning with multiple views. Our work falls into the former. Transductive support vector machines and graph-based algorithms provide other class of semisupervised procedures [3] . Semi-supervised approaches have been proved successful in a number of application areas, including object detection, text classification, face recognition, and name entity identification.
C. Semi-Supervised Learning to Rank
Recently, attention is drawn to the development of semi-supervised learning to rank. Amini et al. [16] introduce a boosting algorithm for learning bipartite ranking function with partially labeled data. For each example in labeled data, the nearest neighbor algorithm is employed to assign the same grade to its top k nearest neighbours in unlabeled training set. The work in [17] proposes a transductive framework, which applies kernel principal components analysis as the unsupervised algorithm to discover salient patterns, and employs a supervised ranking method to learn ranking functions. In this method, testing documents (unlabeled examples) and labeled documents are all used in learning process. Semisupervised rank (SSRank) [18] finds a new path that utilizes both conventional IR technologies and supervised learning to rank methods. SSRank teaches the unlabeled documents having high relevance scores according to new ranking function learned from the current labeled set. In addition, the work in [18] presents a stopping criterion based on Machine Learning theory.
Although there are other works setting up ranking models with partially labeled training data, it can also be fallen into the approaches as presented above. In addition, an active learning framework for ranking [19] is proposed to reduce the labeling effort. But active learning usually requires the human expert to score unlabeled examples in training process.
Above works indicate that indeed unlabeled data can help to significantly improve ranking performance, while theoretical explanation of semi-supervised learning to rank remains largely under-studied. As compared with the efforts on semi-supervised ranking methods, the theoretical explanation of algorithms is yet infrequent. In [20] , generalization error bounds based on crossvalidation for the pairwise approach is proposed.
III. SEMI-SUPERCVISED LISTWISE LEARNING TO RANK
Assume that we have a collection of m labeled queries and n unlabeled queries, denoted by 
obtained by applying a ranking function f, where
In the supervised setting, the training set is restricted to the m labeled queries. While in the semi-supervised setting, we propose to learn a ranking function from both Q L and Q U .
The goal of the supervised listwise approach is to minimize total losses with respect to the ordered list of documents associated with the same query rather than documents or document pairs.
where L is a listwise loss function.
A. RcList: Supervised Listwise Learning to Rank
We adopt the ListMLE proposed in [5] and the RcList proposed by us in [6] to predict the scores of unlabeled data in training set. For a given query
is the identity of one document in 
The learning objective of the ListMLE is formalized as
− which minimizes the negative log likelihood of the ground truth permutation. For making ranking models more robust, we append a regularization item to the loss function of the ListMLE. The optimal problem of the RcList is defined as
where C is a tradeoff factor between training error and the regularization term in objective function. The value of each term in (3) is larger than zero, thus this problem is a strongly convex minimization problem without any constraints. Obviously, there exists a unique solution in the problem. Moreover, the objective function of the RcList is twice differentiable, thus we can use a fast Newton method to solve this problem.
For simplicity, we use a linear combination of model parameters in this paper, i.e. 
The second derivative of ) (w ℜ is as follows. 
Repeat:
Calculate the gradient using (4), and calculate the second derivative using (5) 
B. Co-Ranking: Co-Training Learning to Rank
Co-training is a powerful semi-supervised learning paradigm. Roughly speaking, there are two major categories of the co-training technique. One approach is that the features of datasets are partitioned into two sets, and algorithms use this division. The other is that two different supervised learners are iteratively combining their predicted results to increase the training set, and relearning each other with newly labeled set. Our method is fallen into the latter. The RcList and the ListMLE are utilized as supervised ranking algorithms, one is base ranker, and the other is assistant ranker. Algorithm 2 shows our co-ranking algorithm on the basis of listwise ranking technique in detail. Algorithm 2. Co-ranking Input: Q Lbas (0) = (x (1) ,y (1) ),(x (2) ,y (2) ), ...,(x (m) ,y (m) ), the initialized labeled data for the base ranker, Q Laux (0) = Q Lbas (0) , the initialized labeled data for the assistant ranker,
, ⊥ ),...,(x (m+n) , ⊥ ), the initialized unlabeled data, Q V , the validation set, basRnk, the base ranker, auxRnk, the assistant ranker. Parameter: nqt, the number of queries will be labeled in each iteration. Repeat: (t={0,1, is labeled with f bas (t) ; (4) Evaluate the retrieval performance over Q V according to f bas (t) . Until: the retrieval performance is lower than that of the previous iteration or Q U (t) is null. Output: f bas , the final ranking function that shows the best retrieval performance over Q V . It's worth noting that the lowest likelihood of document permutation says that there exists great difference between two ranking models on the attached query. All queries in validation set are also training examples for co-ranking algorithm.
IV. EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION
We show experimental results on seven real world datasets. Both datasets we selected are from the direct IR domain. The well-known evaluation metric in IR community is employed. We also investigate the labeling ratio how to influence with our method and the effectiveness of the proposed stopping criterion.
A. LETOR Datasets
All experiments in this work are conducted on the learning to rank benchmark datasets LETOR [7] released by Microsoft Research Asia. LETOR is derived from two widely used data collections in IR community, namely, the OHSUMED collection and the TREC collection. These two collections contain queries, the contents of the retrieved documents, and human judgments on the relevance of the documents with respect to the queries. The features LETOR has extracted include both conventional features, language models for IR [22] , new features proposed recently, and hybrid features containing both content and hyperlink information. LETOR has packaged the extracted features, queries, and relevance judgments.
For accuracy studies we primarily use five datasets of the With the purpose of fulfilling five-fold cross validation, LETOR has divided each dataset into five parts. For each fold, LETOR uses three parts for training, one part for validation, and the rest for testing.
B. IR Evaluation Metric
Recently, a number of evaluation metrics using multilevel relevance judgment have emerged in the literature. Among these metrics, Normalized Discount Cumulative Gain (NDCG) [23] is the most popular. Formally, we define Rel(.) as a function which maps a relevance level to a relevance score. As an example, in HP2004, let Rel(relevant)=1, and Rel(irrelevant)=0 . For the dataset having three distinct levels, 0,1, and 2 are corresponding to definitely relevant, possibility relevant and not relevant respectively. For a ordered list of documents, NDCG at position k is defined as:
In (7), Z k is a normalized constant that is chosen so that a perfect ordering of the result will receive NDCG score of 1.0.
Generally, the user wish to make sure that the top portion of the document list is correctly retrieved. Thus, at the fourth step in iteration process of co-ranking algorithm, we apply AvgNDCG = ( NDCG@1 + NDCG@2 + ... + NDCG@10 ) / 10 to measure the performance over validation set Q v according to f bas (t) .
C. Parameter Settings
We first describe the parameter settings, and then show experimental results and discussions. In addition, we observed that the ranking performance of the RcList was invariable for ε = 1e-3, 1e-4, 1e-5, 1e-6 in most cases. The only parameter to select for the RcList is C. We chose it in the set {1e-4, 1e-3, 0.05, 0.01, 0.1, 1} to maximize the value of AvgNDCG on the validation set. For the ListMLE, w was also initialized to (1.0/m, 1.0/m,... 1.0/m) D , and learning rate [5] was fixed at 0.01, which seemed to work reasonably well for all datasets. Like the RcList, the ListMLE didn't assign (0, 0,... 0) D to a starting point w 0 . Furthermore, we chose the tolerance rate [5] in the set {1e-5, 5e-5, 1e-4, 5e-4, 1e-3, 5e-3} to maximize the value of AvgNDCG on the validation set.
Labeling rate (oRatio) is the ratio of unlabeled queries to all queries in training set. For example, if there are 100 queries and oRatio =6%, then the documents associated with 6 queries are labeled, and the relevance levels of the documents associated with 94 queries are removed. When LETOR 3.0 was selected as experimental data, we used six labeling rates: 3%, 6%, 9%, 12%, 15%, and 18%. For all datasets, the labeled set should at least have one query. In order to do this, we chose 3% as the smallest labeling rate. However, there are about 1700 queries in MQ2007 with labeled documents and about 800 queries in MQ2008 with labeled documents. Therefore, when LETOR 4.0 was selected as experimental data, the six labeling rates were both divided by 10.
In this experiment, we made use of two implementations of supervised ranking algorithms as baseline methods. The first one, denoted as RcList-L or ListMLE-L, uses only labeled data to learn the ranking models. The second one, denoted as RcList-LU or ListMLE-LU, uses both the labeled data and unlabeled data with the true relevance grades to learn the ranking models. Considering co-ranking scheme, co-RcList and co-ListMLE were both compared which used the RcList and the ListMLE as the base ranker, respectively. For coRcList, the tolerance rate of its assistant ranker ListMLE was fixed at 1e-3. For co-ListMLE, C of its assistant ranker RcList was fixed at 0.1. These parameters were all randomly chosen from candidates.
Let tqx be the number of queries in LETOR 3.0 training set, tqy be the number of queries in LETOR 4.0 training set. The parameter nqt of co-RcList and CoListMLE were all fixed at tqx*3% (LETOR 3.0) or tqy*0.3% (LETOR 4.0). It is noteworthy that 3% is the smallest labeling rate for LETOR 3.0, and 0.3% is the smallest labeling rate for LETOR 4.0.
D. Overall Evaluation
The experimental results reported in this paper are five-fold cross validation results unless otherwise noted. Let co+ represents co-ListMLE or co-RcList, L+ represents ListMLE-L or RcList-L, LU+ represents ListMLE-LU or RcList-LU. Six approaches were measured and compared under different oRate for each dataset. For this reason, there are 42 different groups of results, i.e. 6 labeling rates * 7 datasets. Exceptionally, for LU+, oRate was fixed at 100%. Table I gives the comparison of co+ and L+. In summary, co+ is more effective than L+. For example, when we chose OHSUMED as the testing dataset, coRcList was less effective than RcList-L on 2 settings, i.e. oRate=6%, 9%. On the rest settings (4 settings) co-RcList was more effective than RcList-L. Furthermore, the performance of co-ListMLE is better than that of ListMLE-L on 6 settings. Table I also suggests that, compared with the RcList, the ListMLE may be more suitable for acting as the base ranker in our co-ranking method. On all the settings, co-RcList win 33, lost 9, and co-ListMLE win 38, lost 4.
In cases where L+ outperformed co+, the performance of co+ was a little lower than that of L+. The worst-ever scenario happened at when applying co-ListMLE to NP2004, where oRate=6%. Table II gives the comparison of co-ListMLE and ListMLE-L on this setting. The AvgNDCG of co-ListMLE were reduced by 3.8%, when compared with that of ListMLE-L. The co-ListMLE showed the best benefit on testing TD2003, where oRate=9%, and its AvgNDCG was improved by 74.5% when compared with that of ListMLE-L. The co-RcList achieved the best results when conducted on TD2004, where oRate=3%. Compared with RcList-L, co-RcList improved AvgNDCG by 17.1%. Table III is NDCG comparison in this case.
Choosing the labeling rate is not a trivial matter. It was significant stable that the AvgNDCG gained from conducting co-RcList on MQ2007 and MQ2008. On MQ2007, compared with RcList-L, co-RcList improved AvgNDCG by 4.0%, 3.3%, 5.8, 3.8%, 4.4%, and 5.5% at six labeling rates: 3%, 6%, 9%, 12%, 15%, and 18%, respectively. On TD2003, co-ListMLE performed impressively better than ListMLE-L, AvgNDCG improvement rates over six labeling rates were 11.0%, 11.0%, 74.5%, 34.8%, 20.5%, and 52.3%. Table IV describes detail information in this case. Why co+ is better than L+? We give two reasons: (1) Co+ can exploit the ranking information contained in unlabeled data. We would like to investigate the matter further in future work. (2) Supervised listwise approaches require existing an ideal document permutation for each query in training set. Unfortunately, LETOR version 3 and 4 only give relevance levels. So we randomly selected a perfect permutation from the possible ones in our experiment. However, the assistant ranker can provide "ideal" permutation for the base ranker in coranking method. To verify this correctness of the claim we further designed self+ methods including self-RcList and self-ListMLE. The self+ is similar with co+ except that the actual relevance grades act as the assistant ranker in algorithm 2. We conducted the experiments in which the number of iterations for co+ and self+ were all fixed at 20. In most cases, co+ performed better than self+. In Fig. 1 , co-RcList and self-RcList are applied to MQ2008 at second fold, where oRate=9%, C is fixed at 0.05 (randomly chosen among the candidate); co-ListMLE and self-ListMLE are applied to OHSUMED at third fold, where oRate=6%, tolerance rate is fixed at 5e-3 (randomly chosen among the candidate).
On many settings, co+ was even better than LU+. Maybe the second reason described in the previous paragraph can explain it.
E. the Effect of Labeling Rate
It is taken for granted that the performance of RcList-L and Co-RcList improves as we increase the labeling rate.
But experimental results didn't advocate this assumption on some settings. In some trials, increasing labeling rate for improving the performance of co+ and L+ were not beneficial. For example, Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 report the results of trying on TD2004 and MQ2008 by using three methods on the basis of RcList and ListMLE, respectively. In Fig. 2 , it is clearly seen that RcList-L and RcList-LU yield the best result at oRate=12%. Furthermore, we observe from two graphs and table II-IV that RcList-L and co-RcList outperform RcList-LU at some labeling rates.
We give three reasons for explaining these cases: (1) There are much noise contained in datasets. (2) The ListMLE and the RcList are suitable for the datasets having ideal document permutation. However, LETOR are hard to satisfy their requirement. (3) The validation set and the testing set might have skew data distribution.
Nevertheless, in general, the relative improvement rate of co+ over L+ was larger when the labeling rates were low than those of high labeling rates. The average AvgNDCGs across seven datasets of co-RcList at six labeling rates were improved by 5.2%, 3.2%, 2.6%, 3.1%, 1.2%, and 1.5%, respectively, when compared with those of RcList-L. Simultaneously, co-ListMLE improved the average AvgNDCGs across seven datasets by 8.5%, 7.1%, 16.3%, 9.8%, 5.4%, and 11.2% at six labeling rates, respectively, when compared with ListMLE-L.
F. the Effect of Iteration Number
To test whether co+ is sensitive to the number of iterations, we ran experiments at fixed iteration number 20. Testing results increasing iteration number did not show performance improvement. In general, when algorithm 2 met the stopping criterion, the iteration number had come in the range 2 to 6. Fig. 4 illustrates performing co-RcList on TD2003 at second fold, where oRate=3%, and C is fixed at 1e-4 (randomly chosen among the candidate). In this graph, the RcValid and the RcTest represent the AvgNDCG on validation set and testing set, respectively, and the current ranking function is employed to calculate AvgNDCG in each iteration. Results in Fig. 4 show that co-RcList meets the stopping criterion at forth iteration, and achieves the best performance at fifth iteration. The final result of our method has a performance second only to the best performance. Fig. 5 illustrates performing coListMLE on HP2004 at first fold, where oRate=3%, and tolerance rate is fixed at 5e-3 (randomly chosen among the candidate). In Fig. 5 , the MLEvalid and the MLEtest respectively represent the AvgNDCG on validation set and testing set. Similarly, we used the current ranking function to evaluate AvgNDCG in each iteration. Results in Fig. 5 show that co-ListMLE meets the stopping criteria at second iteration, and achieves the best performance at eighth iteration. However, the final result of our method on this setting was moderate worse than the best performance.
In summary, experimental results show that our coranking algorithm not only is effective but also has low computational time. We also investigated other settings combined different base rankers, datasets, and parameters. There are two conclusions about the effect of iteration number: (1) The stopping criterion proposed in algorithm 2 is local optimal, (2) Our method is effective.
V. CONCLUSION
Learning to rank has become a central task in IR. However, labeled examples are time-consuming and expensive to obtain in most real-world learning applications than unlabeled ones. Furthermore, semisupervised learning is going more and more popularity in which the abundance of unlabeled examples is utilized to improve learning performance. Therefore, there has been interesting researches in semi-supervised learning to rank that combine labeled and unlabeled data for document retrieval tasks. In this paper we develop a co-ranking algorithm based on co-training paradigm and listwise ranking approach. Compared with existing semisupervised learning to rank, our method has two advantages: (1) utilizing the listwise approach as supervised ranking methods, (2) no appealing to unsupervised learning algorithms. The document permutation likelihood for a query is applied to measure the difference of the base ranker and the assistant ranker. The stopping criterion proposed by us is effective. The effect of labeling rate and the effect of stopping criteria are also discussed in this paper. The effectiveness of the presented co-ranking method is demonstrated by experimental results on the benchmark datasets LETOR.
Semi-supervised learning to rank remains largely under-studied. In future work, we will investigate to perform our method combing with other ranking algorithms. We also plan to explore other stopping criteria. Finally, theoretical analysis about co-ranking will be another promising direction.
